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Bloom: Let’s Grow a Library

A software solution for convenient creation of books for new readers in local languages
WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

When working in local-language literacy and education projects, we end up settling for what is practical, instead of what is actually needed. The hope is often that a primer and a handful of books will be enough to open up the joy and power of reading in minority language communities.
But realistically, it takes many titles to make reading worthwhile and give the practice needed to develop true literacy.

• Who will make all those books?
• How will we find the time?
• Where will we get the content?

So we settle for the possible and hope for the best.
Why Bloom?

With Bloom, many more people can get involved in building a large collection of local language books. Bloom was designed with new computer users in mind, and it has special features to guide them in simple book making, so people need far less training than common alternatives.
What does Bloom offer?

• PDF Booklet Creation
• Bilingual and trilingual books in a single click
• Individual reading book to Big Book in a single click
• Calendars
• Picture Dictionaries
• Primers and Teacher's Guides
• Complex Non-Roman Script Support
• Decodable Reader Tool
• Levelled Reader Tool
**Bloom: Three Key Areas**

**Decodable Readers**
- words with phonetic patterns that have been taught
- high-frequency words that have been taught

**Leveled Readers**
- maximum words in each sentence
- maximum words on each page
- maximum words per book
- maximum unique words per Book

**Non-Roman Script Support**
Where can you find Bloom?

http://bloomlibrary.org/

https://vimeo.com/channels/bloomlibrary
A Click Away!